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Search Toggle display of website navigation Report: October 27, , 7: Security Council to impose biting
sanctions on Damascus. But Washington has repeatedly hesitated in recent months to put that evidence before
the U. Security Council and press for sanctions. That caution acknowledges the likelihood that Russia, which
like the United States wields veto power over Security Council decisions, would block any penalties against
its ally Assad. Speaking in a closed-door session of the U. Security Council, Churkin claimed that the attacks
were likely carried out by anti-government terrorists, according to a copy of his remarks. The failure to punish
Syria for repeatedly dropping chlorine bombs on towns controlled by opposition forces could have
consequences reaching far beyond the nearly five-and-a-half-year war. Syria is the only member of the
Chemical Weapons Convention that has been found to have used chemical weapons. The United States and its
allies fear that withholding action against Syria could encourage others to similarly violate the treaty. Britain
and France have been pressing Washington since late August to move swiftly to pass a U. But it appears
reluctant to pull the trigger â€” at least for now. Two senior Security Council diplomats said they believe the
United States is committed to pursuing sanctions. The renewed debate over chemical weapons comes as the
Syrian conflict has taken a turn for the worse. On Wednesday, the U. If you do not leave these areas urgently,
you will be annihilated. A year later, the investigative unit, known as the JIM, concluded that Syrian air force
helicopters had dropped barrel bombs, or other devices, containing a toxic agent â€” most likely chlorine â€”
on the rebel-controlled towns of Talmenes and Sarmin. The findings spurred Britain and France to lobby for a
tough resolution sanctioning Syrian air force units linked to chlorine attacks. But the United States â€” which
at the time was engaged in sensitive negotiations with Russia over a cease-fire in eastern Aleppo â€” sought to
defer action. Instead, Washington urged its allies to wait until weapons inspectors had time to complete a final
report in hopes that further evidence would strengthen the case for U. The report was distributed to the council
last week. It found evidence that Syria used chlorine in a third attack on the town of Qmenas in March and
identified the involvement of several air force units, including the 63rd Helicopter Brigade, and urged the
council to hold them accountable. Shortly afterward, Britain and France publicly demanded imposing
sanctions. However, it found a new reason to delay action on a resolution to sanction Syria: But in closed-door
talks with Britain and France, the United States maintains the investigative unit has practical value: Britain
and France say they will support the U. On Wednesday, Churkin threw cold water on the U. The United States
and its allies may not object to further scrutiny of chemical weapons use by Syrian extremists.
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Security Council in New York. The council did not explicitly demand a U. An earlier Western-drafted
statement submitted to the council, seen by Reuters, was not approved. The final version of the statement was
watered down to accommodate objections from Russia and China, diplomats said. Moscow and Beijing have
vetoed previous Western efforts to impose U. Britain voiced the opposite view: France, Britain, the United
States and others called for an immediate on-site investigation by U. But previous, smaller and disputed cases
of their deployment have not brought the all-out military intervention rebel leaders have sought to break a
stalemate. Some showed people with foam around their mouths. The United States and others said it had no
independent confirmation that chemical weapons had been used. One man who said he had retrieved victims
in the suburb of Erbin told Reuters: Every person was in their place. They were lying where they had been.
They looked like they were asleep. An opposition monitoring group, citing figures compiled from clinics in
the Damascus suburbs, put the death toll at , with 90 percent killed by gas, the rest by bombs and conventional
arms. The rebel Syrian National Coalition said people died. Activists said rockets with chemical agents hit the
Damascus suburbs of Ain Tarma, Zamalka and Jobar during a fierce pre-dawn bombardment by government
forces. They arrived with their pupils constricted, cold limbs and foam in their mouths. The doctors say these
are typical symptoms of nerve gas victims. A video purportedly shot in the Kafr Batna neighborhood showed a
room filled with more than 90 bodies, many of them children and a few women and elderly men. Most of the
bodies appeared ashen or pale but with no visible injuries. Slideshow 21 Images Other footage showed doctors
treating people in makeshift clinics. One video showed the bodies of a dozen people lying on the floor of a
clinic. A voice-over said they were members of a single family. In a corridor outside lay another five bodies.
Syria is one of just a handful of countries that are not parties to the international treaty that bans chemical
weapons, and Western nations believe it has caches of undeclared mustard gas, sarin and VX nerve agents.
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Secretary General Ban Ki-moon, the diplomats said, speaking on condition of anonymity. Several envoys said
a draft resolution could be presented to the full nation council soon, and the five permanent members would
also meet on Friday to discuss a proposed Syria peace conference in Geneva. A Western diplomatic source
said: A third diplomat also suggested a deal on the draft resolution was within reach. The work on the draft
resolution is still going on. There was an agreement between the five on the core of the project. Negotiations
on a draft in New York had come to a standstill while Russia and the United States struggled to reach an
agreement acceptable to both. But it appears that after talks between U. The latest draft has the council
determining non-compliance, a diplomat said. He accepted a U. Russia and Assad have blamed the attack on
rebels battling to overthrow him in a civil war that has been raging since More than , people have died,
according to the United Nations. Russia has made clear it would not accept an initial resolution under Chapter
7 and that any punitive measures would come only in the event of clearly proven Syrian non-compliance on
the basis of a second council resolution under Chapter 7. To carry out that threat, a second resolution would be
needed. There is, the diplomat said, no reference to Chapter 7 in the rest of the resolution, though the language
is identical to what would normally be in a Chapter 7 resolution. A convoy of five United Nations cars
carrying at least eight members of the team arrived at a central Damascus hotel shortly before midday,
witnesses said. At the time of the August 21 sarin attack, the inspectors had been in Damascus preparing to
investigate three earlier cases of suspected chemical weapons use, including one in March in the northern town
of Khan al-Assal. In another development, thousands of Syrian rebels have broken with the Western-backed
coalition and called for a new Islamist front, undermining international efforts to build up a pro-Western
military force to replace Assad. Details of the numbers of fighters involved how they would cooperate
remained unclear. In an online video, a leader of the Islamist Tawheed Brigade said the bloc rejected the
authority of the Syrian National Coalition and the Western and Saudi-backed exile administration of Ahmad
Tumeh. Some may think again about help for the fighters, which ranges from weaponry from the Gulf to
non-lethal aid from Europe and the United States. The fighting showed how the region has become a
battleground for a large number of armed groups in a scramble to grab territory, opposition sources said.
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The attack occurred at 4 a. Syrian time and was over in minutes. The military said that all missiles reached
their target, and denied Syrian claims that most or any were shot down. However, Mattis and other U. The
Russian military did not respond, and it was clear that both the U. However, the language used by Russia on
Saturday was extremely bitter and angry. And according to Pentagon spokesman Dana White, The Russian
disinformation campaign has already begun. There has been a per cent increase in Russian trolls in the last 24
hours. As someone who is attacked constantly by Russian trolls, this is disheartening news. You are constantly
tempted by neocolonialism. You have nothing but disdain for the UN charter, and the Security Council. As a
pretext for aggression, you mention the alleged use of chemical weapons in Douma, but after an investigation
by Russian experts, it was proven unequivocally that no such attacks took place. The invocation of
international law by Russia is really laughable, as Russia has done everything from invading and annexing
Crimea to support the worst genocidal monster so far this century, Bashar al-Assad, without getting approval
for anything from the UN Security Council, yet Russian officials become apoplectic when the U. This Russian
policy has been extremely successful for years, crippling not only Western foreign policy, but the UN Security
Council itself. I believe that success reached its peak with the March 4 poisoning of former Russian double
agent Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia, using a Russia-developed nerve agent Novichok. This was
followed by a series of claims by Russia, including accusing Britain of poisoning the Skripals in order to
embarrass Russia. They want to simultaneously deny it, yet at the same time to glory in it. That is why
Russian ambassador Vasily Nebenzya and other Russian officials are so bitterly angry. The policy they had
successfully used for years is now collapsing in front of them. Further remarks by the Russians have the
appearance of hysterical desperation. One gets the impression that the Russians as a nation are becoming
completely delusional. Meanwhile, Syrians in Damascus were dancing in the streets on Saturday, because the
military strikes were not as bad as feared. After al-Assad began targeting peaceful protesters in , and
particularly after he massacred thousands of innocent women and children in a Palestinian refugee camp in
Latakia in August , millions of Syrian citizens began fleeing into neighboring countries, including over a
million reaching Europe. Any country has a responsibility to control its own population, but al-Assad had
essentially weaponized refugees. If al-Assad cannot control its own population, but instead uses them as a
weapon, then any target is justified in intervening in the country. In fact, the U. But in the end, the justification
for this kind of military action has less to do with international law, and more to do with domestic politics.
Here is a brief summary: Under international law, the UK may use force for humanitarian intervention,
provided that three conditions are met: Convincing evidence of extreme humanitarian distress on a large scale,
requiring immediate and urgent relief; There is no practicable alternative to use of force, if lives are to be
saved; The proposed use of force must be necessary and proportionate to the aim of relief of humanitarian
suffering. The policy paper goes on to explain why all three conditions have been met. Apparently, seven
Iranians were killed in the attack. Hezbollah leader Sayyed Hasan Nasrallah says that the attack put Israel into
direct combat with Iran: You made a historic mistake and a great folly which brings you into direct
confrontation with Iran. This is the first time in 7 years that the Israelis have deliberately killed Iranian
revolutionary guards. Iran is not a weak or a cowardly state, and you know that well. The Israeli have false
calculation. You will have to face the Islamic Republic of Iran. All those thousands of terrorists in Syria do
not concern the Israeli while they have every kind of weapons, however, they are afraid of just few
revolutionary guards there. Longtime readers are aware that Generational Dynamics predicts that the Mideast
is headed for a major regional war, pitting Jews against Arabs, Sunnis against Shias, and various ethnic groups
against each other. Events appear to be moving very quickly now.
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Email Last Updated Apr 18, It remained unclear Wednesday -- 11 days after the alleged attack -- when the
team of inspectors from the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons OPCW might reach the
Damascus suburb of Douma, where the U. The team is working with the OPCW inspectors, who arrived in
Damascus over the weekend, to determine when it will be safe to carry out the first inspection visit. The
reported chemical attack led to Western airstrikes against the Syrian government over the weekend. It was
unclear who might have taken the shots or caused the explosion on Tuesday in Douma, more than a week after
Syrian and Russian forces declared the town liberated from rebels forces and under their control. The team
arrived in the Syrian capital of Damascus on Saturday. Journalists in Damascus were prevented by
government minders from contacting the OPCW inspectors, and The Hague-based organization refused to
comment on "operational details regarding the Douma deployment. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres said it
was the "obligation of the Syrian government to provide all the conditions for OPCW inspectors to work
without any restrictions. The OPCW is investigating reports that government forces gassed sites in Douma on
April 7, when the town was still held by rebels and home to tens of thousands of people -- residents and others
who were displaced by fighting elsewhere. Syrian activists said more than 40 people were killed in the alleged
attack. Less than two days later, the Army of Islam rebels surrendered the town, which was the last stronghold
in the once rebellious eastern Ghouta region at the doorstep of Damascus. CBS News correspondent Seth
Doane was one of the first Western journalists to reach the site of the alleged chemical attack in Douma -brought to the heavily damaged building by Syrian security forces. He found residents who spoke of choking
on acrid gas after a canister landed on the roof of the building. On Saturday, the U. Journalists were allowed
access to Douma on Monday. The Associated Press spoke to survivors and witnesses who described being hit
by gas, fainting, and discovering their relatives had died, with foam bubbling around their mouths. The Syrian
government and Russia have denied using chemical weapons and accused rebels, with Western backing, of
using such weapons or faking such an attack. He said the canister with chlorine was similar to one shown in
images released by activists in the days after April 7. Russian President Vladimir Putin told German
Chancellor Angela Merkel that the Western strikes had violated international law and set back the peace
process, the Kremlin said. But French President Emmanual Macron defended the military action in an
impassioned and at times angry speech to the European parliament. President Donald Trump wants to remove
U. A new strategy appeared to be crystalizing to let the U. He said the Obama administration did not agree to
such an offer. Saudi Arabia is also a member of the U. This material may not be published, broadcast,
rewritten, or redistributed. The Associated Press contributed to this report.
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